
East side.  Cocktails start at 

6:00pm.  Dinner will be 

served at 7:00.  Please note 

that you must have prepaid 

to attend. 

And don’t forget, we will 

once again be having our 

white elephant gift giving!  

Lots of fun and laughs were 

had last year with interest-

ing, unwanted and yes, even 

useless gifts being picked, 

exchanged and even bar-

tered for!  So join the fun this 

year!  Wrap up that un-

wanted (and useless) item 

and bring it along.    

This month’s meeting will be 

the Holiday Party on Janu-

ary 14th at The Woods Golf 

Club!  The Woods is located 

on Erie Road just off East 

Mason Street on Green Bay’s 

There is still time to sign up 

for the Beginning Observing 

Class, conducted by our very 

own Katrina DeWitt and 

George McCourt.  We al-

ready have over 10 mem-

bers signed up. 

Some of the topics that will 

be covered are: identifying 

constellations, celestial navi-

gation, star maps, making 

and recording observations, 

binoculars, telescopes and 

possible group observing 

sessions.  

The program will be held at 

the Museum right before our 

monthly meeting from 6:15 

to 6:45, starting in February 

and running through July. 

While there is no cost for 

attending this program, it is 

recommended that each par-

ticipant or family purchase 

the Astronomical League’s 

Observing Manual, Universe 

Sampler, as it will be used 

for information and observ-

ing activities.  The cost of the 

book is $10.00, payable to 

NPMAS.   

If you’re interested in signing 

up, you can sign up at one of 

the monthly meeting or by 

sending an email to Katrina 

DeWitt at gate-geek@ 

tds.net.  Hope you can join 

us!   
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3. January 1, 1610 – Jupiter’s 

moons: The objective is to show 

that all objects in the universe do 

not orbit the Earth. Observe and 

sketch Jupiter and its moons daily 

through at least one cycle of their 

orbits. 

4. 1612 – Jupiter’s moons in 

eclipse: The objective is to show 

that in addition to the moons be-

ing occulted by Jupiter, they also 

travel through Jupiter’s shadow 

and are eclipsed. Observe and 

sketch, noting the timing, one of 

Jupiter’s moons during an ingress 

or egress with Jupiter’s shadow.  

5. 1610 – Orion’s Head Nebula: The 

objective is to show that there are 

more stars visible through a small 

telescope than there are with the 

naked eye. Observe and sketch 

the region at the head of Orion.  

6. Praesepe Nebula: The objective is 

to show that there are more stars 

visible through a small telescope 

than there are with the naked 

eye. Observe and sketch the area 

of M44 in Cancer. In a field of 

about 3.5 degrees, stretching 

from Asellus Australis to Ausellus 

Borealis, Galileo was able to see 

38 stars.  

7. Pleiades Nebula: The objective is 

to show that there are more stars 

visible through a small telescope 

than there are with the naked 

eye.  Observe 

and sketch the 

area of M45 in 

Taurus.  

8. July, 1610 – Sat-

urn’s Ears: The 

objective is to 

show that Saturn 

does not appear 

as a perfect 

sphere. Observe 

and sketch Sat-

urn. The sketch should show that 

Saturn is not a perfect sphere. The 

rings do not appear as rings at 

this power, but appear as ears on 

the planet.   

9. December 1610 – Venus 

phases: The objective is to show 

that Venus has phases like the 

moon, that it changes in size dra-

matically, and that one cycle of 

the phases is rather long. Observe 

and sketch Venus monthly through 

at least a half cycle of phases.  

10. May 1611 – Sunspots: The objec-

(Continued on page 3) 

In honor of the 400 year anniversary 

of Galileo’s revolutionary observations 

and the International Year of Astron-

omy, the Astronomical League has 

added a new observing club to its list, 

The Galileo Club. 

To complete this observing club, you 

need to complete at least 11 of 13 

observation using a telescope or bin-

oculars between 10x to 20x power,  

similar to the equipment and capabili-

ties Galileo had 400 years ago.  Here 

is a summary of the 13 observations 

required (date listed is the date of 

Galileo’s original observation): 

1. December 24, 1604 – Superno-

vae (optional): The objective is to 

show that the heavens do 

change. Observe a naked-eye 

supernova in the Milky Way gal-

axy. It should be noted that the 

last time a supernova was visible 

in the Milky Way galaxy was in 

the early 1600’s when Galileo 

observed one.  

2. November 30 through December 

19, 1609 – The Moon: The objec-

tive is to show that the moon is not 

a flawless sphere; it has moun-

tains. Observe and sketch the 

moon. 
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3 Quadrantid Meteor Shower Peaks 

4 Mercury is at Greatest Eastern Elongation, 19° 

10 Full Moon 

14 Venus is at Greatest Eastern Elongation, 47° 

21 The Moon Passes 0.02° of Antares 

26 New Moon 

February 2009 

9 Full Moon 

13 Mercury is at Greatest Western Elongation, 

26° 

19 Venus is at Greatest Brilliancy 

24 New Moon 

25 Asteroid Ceres is at Opposition 
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2009 is here and a new year means a 

new schedule for the astronomy club.  

We will be doing some things differ-

ently this year and wanted to take this 

opportunity to let you know about the 

changes. 

Starting in February, Katrina DeWitt 

and George McCourt will be holding 

their Beginners Observing Course at 

the Neville Public Museum before each 

club meeting from 6:15pm to 6:45pm.  

This course runs through July. 

A big change for the meetings is that 

we have designated several months as 

―Observing Nights‖.  What that means 

is that if it is clear, we will spend much 

of the meeting outside the Museum 

looking through telescopes.  The club 

now has five loaner telescopes and our 

intent is to have these scopes set up at 

these designated observing nights for 

all of you to get a chance to use and 

abuse them.  If you would like to take 

one to use for a longer period of time, 

you can.  The designated observing 

months are February, April, Septem-

ber, October and December.  Several 

club members have volunteered to be 

backup speakers in the event of 

cloudy weather. 

2009 is also the International Year of 

Astronomy and we are planning on 

several events to highlight the cause 

here in the Green Bay area.  In Febru-

ary, we will have a booth at the Ein-

stein Science Expo.  We are looking 

for help from club members as this 

event draws close to 10,000 peo-

ple.  A volunteer signup sheet 

was passed around at our De-

cember meeting.  If you were 

not able to make it to the meet-

ing but would like to volunteer to 

help us out, please email Don DeWitt 

at ddewitt@tds.net so we can get 

you added to the volunteer list.  You 

can find out more info about the Sci-

ence Expo at their website: 

http://www.einsteinproject.org/einstei

n/eventsnews/foth+einstein+project+s

cience+expo/default.asp 

Our Telescope Viewing Nights may be 

changing as well.  We are currently 

talking with the Wildlife Sanctuary 

and Bay Beach Amusement Park about 

several options on moving the Viewing 

Nights to a more accessible area.  We 

are also looking at having several 

―Sidewalk Astronomy Nights‖.  More 

info will be forthcoming as we finalize 

these plans. 

Another major change for 2009 is that 

we have added Parmentier Observa-

tory Nights back to the schedule.  

When Ron Parmentier passed away 

last year, ownership of the observa-

tory was transfered to former club 

member Richard Schneider.  His 

brother Bill owns the farm that the 

observatory sits on.  Once all the de-

tails of Ron’s estate were settled, we 

could negotiate a new 

access agreement with 

the Schneiders.  

Through the efforts of 

George McCourt, we 

are excited to an-

nounce to the club that 

we have successfully 

negotiated access to 

Parmentier Observa-

tory in 2009! 

So first, a big THANK YOU goes out to 

Richard and Bill Schneider and 

George McCourt for working together 

to come up with an agreement that 

allows the NPMAS to be able to use 

this great observatory. 

As it was in the past, club members are 

allowed to use the mowed area sur-

rounding the observatory to observe 

with their own telescopes any time 

from May through the first snowfall in 

November/December.  If there are 

special events or if a group of people 

would like to observe through the 

thirty-inch scope on evenings other 

than those on the schedule, you will 

need to contact George McCourt, Don 

DeWitt or Gary Baier as they are the 

three people that have been desig-

nated to operate the telescope.   

plot its progress among the stars. 

12. February, 1619 – Neptune: Al-

though Galileo observed Neptune, 

he did not recognize that it was 

anything other than another 

star. Observe Neptune and sketch 

what you see in your field of view. 

13. 1619 – Aurora (Optional): Gali-

leo coined the term Aurora Bore-

alis for the Northern Lights. He 

tive is to show that the sun is not 

perfect (has sunspots) and is rotat-

ing. Observe one large spot that 

completes one complete rotation 

of the sun.  

11. October, 1618 – Comets: The 

objective is to show that the path 

of a comet is not a straight line 

through the sky. Make at least 

three observations of a comet and 

(Continued from page 2) was mistaken in that he thought it 

was sunlight reflecting off of the 

Earth’s Atmosphere. Observe and 

sketch either the Aurora Borealis 

or the Aurora Australis.  

Please visit the Astronomical League's 

web site at 

http://www.astroleague.org/al/ 

obsclub/galileo_club/galileo_club.html 

for more details.   
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Would a Star by Any Other Name Shine as Bright? 
By Brian Chopp 

Denebola, Gliese 436, UGC 6887, 

PSR B1257+12, IC 1954, ε Virginis.  I 

was reading an issue of Sky & Tele-

scope and within it, the previous ob-

jects were referenced.  Normally when 

I read these articles, I just gloss over 

the star names because they generally 

seem like a random combination of 

letters and numbers.  But in this issue, it 

seemed like every object had its own 

naming convention, almost as if Sky & 

Telescope was just making them up.  

Feeling motivated and a bit annoyed, 

I thought I’d see if I could figure out 

what all these designations were and 

what they meant. 

Searching the internet, I found that 

there are about as many astronomical 

catalogs as there are astronomers 

looking through telescopes.  And most 

catalogs overlap, so the same star or 

object can be in several different 

catalogs with a different name in 

each.  However, I found that there are 

a few main catalogs that cover most of 

the objects amateur astronomers such 

as ourselves look at.  I will start with 

stellar catalogs. 

Vega, Rigel, Algol, Mizar 

The first system used to designate stars 

is by a common name.  Most of these 

names come from ancient Arabic.  The 

names usually refer to the star’s posi-

tion in the constellation.  Rigel, for ex-

ample, means ―the foot of the great 

one‖ as it marks the left foot of Orion.  

Betelgeuse mean ―armpit of the cen-

tral one‖ as it marks the shoulder of 

Orion’s right arm.  Many of the visible 

stars have a common name but only 

the names for a few of the brightest or 

exceptional stars are still in use.  I’m 

sure that most of us were already fa-

miliar with the stars Rigel and Betel-

geuse in Orion but do you know the 

common names of the other five bright 

stars that make up Orion’s body? 

(Bellatrix, Alnitak, Alnilam, Mintaka, 

and Saiph)  Some stars have several 

common names and there are others  

that share the same name. 

α Lyrae, β Orionis, β Persei, ζ Ursae 

Majoris  

The next common system that amateurs 

come across is called the Bayer Desig-

nation.  This designation assigns a 

Greek letter to each star followed by 

the name of the constellation in which 

the star resides.  This system was first 

published by Johann Bayer in 

Uranometria in 1603 and the catalog 

contains 1,564 stars. 

Greek letters are generally assigned 

alphabetically within a constellation in 

order of brightness but there are many 

exceptions to this rule.  Stars are 

sometimes ordered from head to 

tail/foot or by right ascension in a first 

to rise order.  For example, the bright 

stars in Ursa Major are assigned 

mostly in a head to tail order.  Orion is 

an interesting mix.  The two 1st magni-

tude stars, Rigel and Betelgeuse, are 

given α and β.  However, the ―head‖ 

star Betegueuse, is given α even 

though Rigel is brighter.  The 

three stars in the belt, Mintaka, 

Alnilam and Alnitak are all 2nd 

magnitude and these are desig-

nated δ, ε, ζ in a first to rise 

order. 

3 Lyrae, 19 Orionis, 26 Persei, 
79 Ursae Majoris  

Another naming convention that 

you will commonly see is called 

the Flamsteed designation.  In 

this catalog, stars are assigned 

a number in order of their right 

ascension from west to east fol-

lowed by the name of the con-

stellation in which the star re-

sides.  When looking at a star 

chart, the numbers next to a star 

are typically the Flamsteed des-

ignation numbers.  This catalog 

was published by John Flam-

steed in Historia Coelestis Britan-

nica in 1725.  Flamsteed’s cata-

log contains 2,554 stars, almost 

doubling Bayer’s catalog. 

 

RR Lyrae 

The previous three catalogs contain 

stars in general.  However, there are 

other catalogs that specialize in spe-

cific types of objects.  One such cata-

log is that for variable stars.  In this 

catalog, variable star names start with 

a letter followed by the constellation 

name.  The first variable star desig-

nated in a constellation uses the letter 

R, the second S, then T, all the way to 

Z.   

It is kind of strange to start with R but 

that is the way it works.  In the early 

1800’s, when this catalog was cre-

ated, there were few known variables, 

so R through Z seemed like more than 

enough letters.  However, once as-

tronomers started to use photography, 

the number of variable stars started to 

pile up and the letter designation 

needed to be expanded.  After the 

letters R through Z are used, you then 

Here is the belt and sword of Orion from SkyAtlas 2000.0.  

The four designations, Alnitak, ζ Orionis, 50 Orionis and 
LP Orionis are highlighted. 

Common 

Name 

Flamsteed 

Number 

Bayer 

Designation 

Variable 

Star 
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start using two letters; RR, RS, RT out 

through RZ, and then start with the 

beginning of the alphabet, AA...AZ, 

BB...BZ, etc. 

One well known variable star is RR 

Lyrae, the 10th variable star desig-

nated in Lyra.  RR Lyrae is a special 

type of variable star because it is a 

standard candle.  It is called a stan-

dard candle because there is a rela-

tionship between how long it takes to 

pulsate and its absolute brightness.  

Because of this relationship, astrono-

mers can use RR Lyrae and other stars 

in this class to accurately calculate 

distances by observing the stars ap-

parent brightness and its variable pe-

riod. 

These are the most common star desig-

nations that casual amateur astrono-

mers will see on star charts.  As you 

can see, these catalogs have been 

around for quite a while and only 

really cover stars of naked eye bright-

ness.  As astronomy advanced and 

telescopes got larger, astronomers 

were able to see dimmer and dimmer 

stars.  And with the advent of photog-

raphy, CCD and now automated sky 

surveys, astronomers have been able 

to chart the sky in more detail.  This 

has lead to comprehensive automated 

sky surveys, some which catalog over a 

million stars.  These catalog designa-

tions don’t generally show up in star 

charts that amateurs use but often time 

are referenced the articles you’ll read 

in Astronomy or Sky & Telescope.  Here 

are a few other notable star catalogs. 

 

BD +38°3238, BD -8°1063, 

BD +40°673, BD +55°1598  

The Bonner Durchmusterung catalog 

was created by the Bonn Observatory 

in Germany during the mid to late 

1800’s.  This catalog actually includes 

the results of three comprehensive star 

catalogs covering the entire night sky 

and contains about 325,000 stars 

down to about 9th or 10th magnitude.  

In this catalog’s designation, the first 

number is actually the right accession 

of the star.  This is followed by a 

unique number.  So Vega, BD 

+38°3238, has a right accession of 

+38°. 

HD 172167, HD 34085, HD 19356, 

HD 116656 

The Henry Draper Catalog is com-

monly used today for stars that have 

no Bayer or Flamsteed designation. 

This catalog was published from 

1918–1924 and also covers the whole 

sky down to about ninth magnitude.  In 

total, it contains 359,083 stars, slightly 

more than the Bonner Durchmusterung 

catalog.  Stars are numbered sequen-

tially in right ascension order for the 

1990.0 epoch. 

Gliese 721 (Vega) 

The Gliese catalogue is a specialized 

catalog containing stars close to our 

Sun, out to about 25 parsecs.  The 

original catalog was published in 

1969 but revisions were published in 

1970, 1979 and 1991.  The stars are 

ordered by right ascension.  One star 

in this catalog that has made headlines 

recently is Gliese 581.  It is a red 

dwarf stat about 6.27 parsecs (20 

light years) away in which a low mass 

extra-solar planet has been found.  

The planet is about 1.5 times the di-

ameter of the Earth and orbits close to 

the star’s habitable zone.  The planet 

was discovered in April 2007. 

HIC 91262, HIC 24436, HIC 14576, 

HIC 65378 

The Hipparcos and Tycho Catalogs 

were generated by the European 

Space Agency’s Hipparcos satellite.   

Hipparcos operated from 1989 until 

1993 and plotted stars to within 1 to 

3 milliarcsec.  The Hipparcos catalog 

lists a little more than 118,000 stars 

while the Tycho catalogue (2nd Edi-

tion) lists a little more than 2,500,000 

stars!  The Hipparcos catalogue con-

tains every star down to 7.3 magni-

tude and the Tycho catalog is 99% 

complete to 11.0 magnitude and 90% 

complete to 11.5 magnitude. 

As you can see, there are many differ-

ent star catalogs and the few listed 

here are just the tip of the iceberg.  

However, there are only a few that 

contain the names of stars that ama-

teurs generally seek out.  Hopefully 

the next time you read Sky& Tel or 

Astronomy, this will clear up a few of 

the astronomical names you come 

across.   

Common Name Vega Rigel Algol Mizar 

Bayer Catalog α Lyrae β Orionis β Persei ζ Ursae Majoris 

Flamsteed Catalog 3 Lyrae 19 Orionis 26 Persei 79 Ursae Majoris 

Gliese Catalog Gliese 721  - - - 

Hipparcos Catalog HIC 91262 HIC 24436 HIC 14576 HIC 65378 

Bonner Durchmusterung  BD +38°3238  BD -8°1063  BD +40°673  BD +55°1598  



NPMAS members have access to three observing sites located on 

private land and belonging to members of our club. 

Parmentier Observatory 

Parmentier Observatory is home to a 30 

inch classical Cassegrain telescope, the larg-

est private observatory in Wisconsin.  Mem-

bers may view through the 30 inch or set up 

their own telescopes in the adjoining field. 

Observatory Contact 

Gary Baier—920-391-9654 

Crivitz Observing 

This is the private residence of Dave 

Jorgenson and Carol Eggleston.  Located in 

the north woods of Wisconsin on 100 acres of land, this site of-

fers some of the darkest skies around.  The field is equipped with 

electricity and the far cabin is available for use.  Please call 

ahead to make arrangements. 

Dave Jorgenson and Carol Eggleston Home—715-757-3296 

Cedar Drive Observing 

This is the private residence of Tony and Tara Kroes, located 

Southwest of Pulaski on 10 acres of land.  Members are welcome 

anytime but please call ahead to make arrangements.   

Tony Kroes Home—920-822-4959. 

NPMAS OBSERVING SITES 
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LOANER TELESCOPES 

NPMAS members are welcome to use, free of charge for 

a one month period, one of the five club telescopes avail-

able.  Please contact Gerry Kocken at 

920-676-6363 or at ger-

ryk@kockenwi.com to make 

arrangements.  The five tele-

scope available are: 

 10 inch Dobsonian Telescope 

 60 mm Bushnell Voyager  

 8 inch Triple Axis Newtonian Telescope 

 13 inch f/4.5 Dobsonian Telescope 

 Meade ETX125 Cassegrain Telescope with Auto Star 

Club Library 

NPMAS has a collection of astronomy related books 

and videos covering a wide variety 

of topics including observing, the 

solar system, stars and more.  Items 

can be checked out at monthly club 

meeting or by contacting Tom Cash-

man at 920-432-2261.  


